
Kombucha
8 to 16 bags of black tea (according to taste)
1 gallon of filtered non-chlorinated water 
1 cup of raw cane sugar 
1 cup white vinegar or kombucha vinegar
LIVE kombucha SCOBY
Other: Glass gallon container, Coffee filter or paper towel, 
Rubber band 
 

INGREDIENTS



 Instructions 
First, bring 1 qt of water to a simmer. Once the water is hot, place your tea bags in and 
seep for about 10 minutes. Take tea bags out. Pour your raw cane sugar into the tea 
while still hot and stir until dissolved.  Take your glass container and after washing and 
rinsing it with hot soap and water, rinse it again with white vinegar. Dump out the 
vinegar and pour in the remaining 3 qts cold water then pour in the tea and sugar 
mixture into your container. Place your live SCOBY into your tea. Then cover the top of 

our container with a clean coffee filter or paper towel, use a large rubber band to 
secure. 
Keep in a warm place out of direct sunlight. Keeping the temperature between 68-78°F. 
Brewing it on the warmer side of this range will speed up how quickly it cultures. 

Let your tea sit anywhere from 4 to 10 days, depending on how you like it. Taste it every 
day to get a feel for the taste and determine how you like the taste and when to bottle 
(I usually bottle after 7 days or so). 

When you decide you like the taste of your brew, bottle your kombucha in airtight jars 
(I get mine on Amazon here). Be sure to leave a bit of room at the top to add about 1/4 
cup of avoring later  lace our bottles in a warm place the same wa  ou would with 
your SCOBY). Let your kombucha brew in the jars for another 1-3 weeks or more. 

IMPORTANT NOTE: Leave some of your tea in with your SCOBY to keep it alive so you 
can make another batch later. 

fter the 1-  weeks, our ne t step will be to add 1  a cup of our choice of avoring  
You can use anything from organic fruit juice to raw ginger, to making your own 
homemade juices from fresh fruit (I would recommend starting out with grape juice for 
a first tr  Let this brew in a warm place for another -1  da s  t this point, our goal 
is to let the sugar from our avoring add carbonation to our kombucha as it is 
re-fermenting.  

Your last step is to take your bottles and put them in the fridge to get cold. After they 
are chilled, pop one open and enjoy!  
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